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Investigate how well the biclustering problem can be solved with these general-purpose systems

Biological question: which genes are co-expressed under which conditions ?
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measured expression levels of N genes 
in M conditions (N×M real-valued matrix)

groups of genes that are co-expressed 
under a number of conditions: “biclusters”

Methodology: machine learning algorithms for probabilistic model-based biclustering
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[Van den Bulcke et al. ’08]

PRM = compact representation of Bayesian network

Learn parameters & find bicluster variables (GCi, CCi) by 
means of hard Expectation Maximization (EM)

ProBic = special-purpose implementation

AI community: several general-purpose systems for 
probabilistic relational modeling. Advantage: easy to 
extend e.g. with additional data sources (pathways, …)

Goal of this work:

The Alchemy system The BUGS system
Markov Logic Network = set of first-order 
logic formulas with weights = compact 
representation of Markov network

MLN for ProBic model:
w1: GC(g,+n)
w2: CC(c,+n)
∝: Bicl(g,c,n) ↔ GC(g,n), CC(c,n)
w3: Bicl(g,+c,+n)→ Expr(g,+c,+e) 

Challenges/Problems:
- dealing with numerical data
- multiple clusters: overlap ↔ no overlap

Plate model: N repetitions of part of 
Bayesian network, can model most PRMs

Plate notation for ProBic model:

Challenges:
- multiple clusters: overlap ↔ no overlap
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